


EFFICIENT DIE CHANGING ON  
LARGE PRESSES

Die changing on 
a press line. 
Two DILOS SHUTTLEs
operate together – 
the dies (18 t) are 
simply pushed
through.

DILOS SHUTTLE

The frequent changing of press tools – from once a week up to

several times a day during shift operation – often means incalcu-

lably high machine downtime. This problem can be expected to

increase as the market demands more and more flexibility, even

from presses. The normal tool changing times to date can now be

significantly reduced, however, by the creation of a suitable tool

changing periphery.
The die changing transporter,

DILOS SHUTTLE, is suitable for

die weights from 4 to 40 t.

The rail-mounted DILOS SHUTT-

LE travels back and forth bet-

ween the die preparation and

die transfer positions. Since

with this changing technology,

the preparatory measures are

not carried out directly in front

of the press, production can

continue unhindered up to the

moment of the actual change.

A further benefit is the gentle

handling of the value dies.

Die out, die in –

and production

can start again

ONE-MAN 
DIE CHANGING

Die guide
When using die baseplates of

the same size, these are guided

by lateral guide rails (1) when

the die is pushed onto the

shuttle table or press table.

For additional or exclusive use

of dies with baseplates of diffe -

rent sizes, the DILOS SHUTTLE 

is equipped with an additional

guide keyway (2) for die 

T-blocks.

The press table is expediently

equipped with ROLLBLOC roller

strips (3) for gentle pushing of

the dies.

The use of standardized sub-

plates combined with the 

DILOS SlipGrip guiding and 

clamping elements (see rear

cover) offers a technological

alternative.

Minimum set-up times
Only 10 to 25% of the conven-

tional die changing times are

now required for the complete

change.

First the ‘old’ die is pulled onto

the DILOS SHUTTLE and deposi-

ted on a die changing platform

for further handling. On a tan-

dem DILOS SHUTTLE, the die

initially remains on the second

loading area. 

The ‘new’ die is then transpor-

ted and transferred to the

press. The die is exactly positio-

ned, precisely clamped and set

up ready for production.

Die changing as a
standard process
For die transfer, the DILOS

SHUTTLE moves under automa-

tic control to a defined trans  fer

position. Fine centering is effec-

ted by means of an indexing

pin.

The pusher (4) with electric

motor of the DILOS SHUTTLE is

equipped with a two-speed

drive (fast adjustment, slow

positioning). A chain-guided

drive pin (5) engages positively

in the die plate coupling (6).

An automatic stop gives the

operator time for a visual

check. After the clear signal, the

die is pushed quickly but gently

into clamping position and held

until it has been clamped.

Since this changing technique

can be completely standardised,

the whole process can be accu-

rately timed. 

Both conventional and hydrau-

lically actuated clamping 

sys tems (DILOS swivel-mounted

clamping unit, DILOS hollow

piston cylinder (7) or DILOS

clamping rails) can be employ-

ed for die clamping.

The sturdy girder construction
and generously dimensioned
supporting rollers are designed
for the long service lives typical
of presses.

The electric power supply 
to the drive motors is laid
under the floor (standard 
version)

DILOS SHUTTLE as a special model (over size) with DILOS
standardized subplates in the version for the DILOS SlipGrip
clamping rail.
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UNIVERSAL, FLEXIBLE BASIC
CONSTRUCTION

The attainment of the shortest

possible downtime is a major

calculation factor for invest-

ment in new machines. If the

conventional die changing pro-

cedure is retained, no signifi-

cant improvements can be

achieved in overcoming familiar

bottleneck situations.

Extremely short changing times

are made possible by the use of

DILOS SHUTTLE, supplemented

by corresponding clamping de -

vices. The combination of DILOS

SHUTTLE standardized sub-

plates and hydraulic DILOS 

clamping techniques frequently

proves to be the most flexible

and future-oriented technology.

Special versions
The DILOS SHUTTLE is manufac-

tured in a variety of basic ver-

sions as well as in special ver-

sions, including even higher

weight tools.

Adaptation of the design to the

space and functional situation

in question generally presents

no problems.

Ideal for retrofitting
In existing production lines,

attention was seldom paid to

the need for an optimum press

periphery.

If large presses or press lines

are to be retrofitted, the space

available generally dictates

what is possible. 

DILOS SHUTTLE allows various

logistics systems to be created.

Special versions enable even

the most unusual problems to

be overcome.

The rationalisation factor for new projects

DILOS SHUTTLE 
with turntable 
(special version)

Complete configuration of a press line with tandem DILOS SHUTTLE (5 t)
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LOADING AND UNLOADING 
IN SHUTTLE

DILOS SHUTTLE is suitable as a

flexibly configurable solution to

the problems associated with

die changing automation

through to the complete confi-

guration of a press line or press

shop.

A tandem DILOS SHUTTLE 

ensures minimum changing

times and requires no die 

changing platforms, as no load

shifting is necessary for un-

loading and loading.

On presses arranged in line and

operating in combination, quick

die-changing can be carried out

simultaneously and in the shor-

test possible time using the

”push-through technique“. Of

course there are far more possi-

bilities than those illustrated

here, extending right up to the

integration of a system storage

technique and the transport of

the dies for maintenance.  

Design versatility for practical applications
Standard DILOS 
SHUTTLE changing
transporter with two
changing platforms 
for preparation and 
further handling.

DILOS SHUTTLE in 
standard tandem 
version.

DILOS SHUTTLE for 
supplying several 
presses, with ’push-
through device’ for 
both sides.

Configuration of a 
press line for simul-
taneous die changing
with ”push-through
technique“

Güthle Pressenspannen GmbH
Gottlieb-Haefele-Strasse 9

73061 Ebersbach

GERMANY

Tel.: +49 7163 99090

Fax: +49 7163 990990
E-mail: info@guthle.com
www.guthle.com

Product overview
Die Handling Truck

DILOS TROLLEY

DILOS BUGGY

DILOS TRUCK

Storage Technology

DILOS Universal Rack

DILOS Modular Rack

Clamping Technology

DILOS Swing Sink Clamp

DILOS Sub-Plates

DILOS SlipGrip

Motorized Die Loading Arms

Die-Changing Consoles, type ACT

CMW Motorized Consoles

ROLLBLOC PRODUCTS

Bearing and Guiding Elements

ROLLBLOC Die Lifters 

with accessories

ROLLBLOC Lateral Guides 

ROLLBLOC Bed Inserts

Clamping Elements

ROLLBLOC Hollow Piston Clamp 

ROLLBLOC Sliding Clamp

ROLLBLOC Ledge Clamp 

ROLLBLOC Block Clamp

ROLLBLOC Wedge Clamp 

Die Loading Arms

ROLLBLOC Overhung Version

ROLLBLOC Bridge Version 

ROLLBLOC Swivel 

ROLLBLOC Double Swivel 

Installation 
The necessary preparations for

laying industrial rails and cable

trenches have to be carried out

on site (standard version).

All further measures by arran-

gement.

Commissioning
Commissioning of a DILOS

SHUTTLE involves the definition

and programming of the auto-

matic functions on site and a

brief introduction to the opera-

tion of the various functions.

No specialist knowledge on the

part of the operator is required.

After-sales service
All the necessary service mea-

sures can be carried out by the

manufacturer.

The DILOS SHUTTLE is a key

product in the efficient rationa-

lisation of tool changing on

large presses.

DILOS stands for DIE LOGISTICS

SYSTEM. Thanks to its individu-

al design possibilities, this futu-

re-oriented press die logistics

system permits efficient and

methodical handling of press

tools. The rationalisation sys-

tem is supplemented by facili-

ties for die maintenance and

die storage.

Benefit from the decades of

experience of GÜTHLE to clarify

your needs with a preliminary

situation analysis in a consulta-

tion with no obligation.
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Comprehensive consultation

DILOS SHUTTLE

DILOS standardized subplate

DILOS SlipGrip

DILOS SHUTTLE pushing a standardized
subplate onto the press table equipped
with the DILOS SlipGrip technique for 
guidance and die clamping.
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DILOS SHUTTLE
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DILOS SlipGrip

DILOS SHUTTLE pushing a standardized
subplate onto the press table equipped
with the DILOS SlipGrip technique for 
guidance and die clamping.


